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199 Secrecy and science advice; who really pays for the University lobby, etc.

News & Comment

200 Can David Kessler Revive the FDA? • New FDA Head: Profile of an Overachiever • The Biotech Pipeline Is All Clogged Up
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French AIDS Researcher Cleared

204 Ozone Destruction Worsens
Greenhouse Policy: A Bargain?
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Research News

208 Piping X-rays Through a Glass Brightly
209 How the Nose Knows: Olfactory Receptor Cloned
211 Research on Biological Pest Control Moves Ahead • Why Farmers Are Switching
213 Magellan: No Venusian Plate Tectonics Seen
214 Does Egg Beckon the Sperm When the Time Is Right?
215 Single Electron Transistor Explained

A New Star Is Born

Articles

216 Mantle Phase Changes and Deep-Earthquake Faulting in Subducting Lithosphere: S. H. Kirby, W. B. Durham, L. A. Stern
226 Models for Material Failure and Deformation: P. Meakin
234 Pattern Formation During Animal Development: D. A. Melton

Research Article

242 Satellite-Image-Derived Velocity Field of an Antarctic Ice Stream: R. A. Bindschadler and T. A. Scambos
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